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This paper presents a space-time finite-volume formulation for the Euler equations, which allows for the
use of spatially non-uniform time-steps. The formulation also inherently accounts for the effect of dynamically
deforming computational meshes. The space and time dimensions are treated in a unified manner so as to per-
mit the variation of control volume sizes in both dimensions. The primary goal is to maintain solution accuracy
while reducing the number of unknowns in the overall solution process and potentially lower computational
expense. While the formulation presented here is capable of simultaneously handling non conformal meshes in
both space and time, the scope of the paper is limited to conformal spatial meshes with non conformal temporal
meshes. At any slice in time, the number of spatial elements remains the same, but across any slice in space, the
number of time-steps is allowed to vary. In traditional terms, this translates to non-uniform temporal advance-
ment of spatial elements in an unsteady problem. Two unsteady problems, one where an isentropic vortex is
convected through a rectangular domain and one of a pitching NACA64A010 airfoil in transonic conditions
are presented to demonstrate the algorithm. A local temporal error indicator is used to identify space-time
elements which require higher resolution in the time dimension, thus marking them for temporal refinement.
The results indicate that significant reduction in the overall degrees-of-freedom required to solve an unsteady
problem can be achieved using the proposed algorithm. Modest improvements in computational expense for
specific problems are also observed.

I. Introduction

The fundamental goal of numerical simulations is to obtain accurate solutions to nonlinear governing equations
at acceptable computational expense. In the early days of the field, unsteady problems were deemed unreasonably
expensive and the focus remained on accurate solutions to steady-state problems. Several algorithmic advances in
terms of numerically solving nonlinear equations have been made over the years to reduce the cost associated with
obtaining accurate solutions.1, 2 Such advances coupled with improved hardware capabilities have since enabled so-
lutions to unsteady problems, firstly using explicit methods and then progressing to faster and more efficient implicit
time-integration schemes. While simple unsteady problems remain tractable, problems exhibiting strong unsteadiness
currently require simulation times running into days or even weeks. Several methods have been been investigated to
address this issue. Higher-order implicit time-integration schemes3–7 operate directly in the time domain and maintain
solution accuracy while using fewer time-steps. For problems exhibiting strong periodic behavior, frequency domain
methods8, 9 transform the unsteady problem into time spectral space and restrict the number of modes required for the
solution. Solution techniques such as multigrid10–12 have also been developed to reduce the cost associated with solv-
ing the non-linear system of equations at each each time-step. Although frequency-domain based techniques are quite
powerful, their performance is inefficient when applied to problems with no dominant periodicity. This necessitates
the development of improved algorithms operating in the time domain so as to be applicable to all unsteady problems
in a general sense.

In the context of implicit time-integration schemes, which impose no restrictions on the time-step size, additional
savings can be realized by varying the time-step size at each implicit time-step provided an estimate of the local
temporal error at each time-step is available. This approach is directly analogous to the universally common practice
of utilizing non-uniform spatial meshes when solving problems. It is unnecessary to use high spatial resolution in
regions of very low gradients such as the far field in aerodynamic simulations. Using lower resolution in such regions
immediately frees up essential resources to focus on high gradient regions such as shock waves, boundary layers
contact discontinuities, and wakes that exist closer to the aerodynamic body of interest. The same argument applies
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to the time domain and computational savings can be achieved by focusing temporal resolution on regions of the time
domain where such resolution is necessary. While the locations of high gradient spatial features are to a certain extent
known a priori, the locations of similar interesting features in the time domain are generally not known ahead of time
and an error indicator becomes necessary.

Several methods currently exist for time-step size control based on temporal discretization error. The purpose of
such methods is to adaptively change the time-step size in various regions of the time domain resulting in overall
reduction in computational expense with minimal loss in solution accuracy. Local error-based methods4, 13, 14 use
temporal discretizations of different orders of accuracy for the time derivative term in the governing equations in order
estimate the local temporal discretization error. Higher temporal resolution (i.e. smaller and more time-steps) is used
in regions of the time domain where the local temporal discretization error is high and lower resolution is used in
regions of low local error. Goal-based or global error-based methods15, 16 determine the distribution of the temporal
discretization error that is relevant to functional quantities of interest and similarly adapt the time-step size to improve
functional accuracy.

While non-uniform spacing in the time domain is essential to reducing overall simulation cost, a fundamental
point that is overlooked here is that resolution in the spatial and temporal domains can be treated independently of
each other. Just as spatial flow gradients are small in the far field, it should be noted that temporal gradients also
remain small in these regions. Much like spatial flow gradients near the aerodynamic object of interest, it is quite
likely that high temporal flow gradients also exist only close to the object. The interpretation is that spatial elements in
the far field do not have to be advanced in time at the same rate as spatial elements close to the object of interest. This
realization changes the traditional view on how unsteady problems are solved and opens a new avenue to explore for
the reduction computational cost. Since existing error indicators (both local- and goal-based) construct the temporal
discretization error at each time-step from a spatial distribution of the same at each time-step, the means already exists
to identify individual spatial elements which require refinement in the time dimension.

The main hurdle is the development of efficient discretizations for the governing equations that permit non-uniform
advancement in time. This paper presents a method to overcome this problem by treating the governing equations in
integral form over space-time elements which have a constant cell averaged state over the entire element in space
and time. While there have been a few attempts to solve the governing equations in space-time integral form,17–19

advancing spatial elements non-uniformly in time has mostly been limited to explicit time-integration schemes.
It should be noted that in the work presented in this paper no attempt is made to adapt the spatial domain. Hence

there is direct correspondence between spatial elements at different times and there are no spatial discontinuities going
from one point in time to another within the same space-time element. However, there exists discontinuities in time
going from one point in space to another.

II. Analysis Problem Formulation

A. Governing equations of the flow Problem in ALE form

We begin with the traditional conservative form of the Euler equations. In vectorial form the conservative form of the
Euler equations may be written as:

∂U(x, t)
∂t

+∇ ·F(U) = 0 (1)

where the state vector U of conserved variables and the cartesian inviscid flux vector F = (Fx,Fy) are:

U =


ρ

ρu
ρv
Et

 , Fx =


ρu

ρu2 + p
ρuv

u(Et + p)

 , Fy =


ρv
ρuv

ρv2 + p
v(Et + p)

 , (2)

Here ρ is the fluid density, (u,v) are the cartesian fluid velocity components, p is the pressure and Et is the total energy.
For an ideal gas, the equation of state relates the pressure to total energy by:

p = (γ−1)
[

Et −
1
2

ρ(u2 + v2)
]

(3)
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where γ = 1.4 is the ratio of specific heats. Applying the divergence theorem and integrating over a moving control
volume A(t) that is bounded by the control surface B(t) yields:Z

A(t)

∂U
∂t

dA+
Z

B(t)
F(U) ·ndB = 0 (4)

Using the differential identity:

∂

∂t

Z
A(t)

UdA =
Z

A(t)

∂U
∂t

dA+
Z

B(t)
(ẋ ·n)dB (5)

equation (4) is rewritten as:
∂

∂t

Z
A(t)

UdA+
Z

B(t)
[F(U)− ẋU] ·ndB = 0 (6)

or when considering cell-averaged constant values within each spatial element for the state U, as:

dAU
dt

+
Z

B(t)
[F(U)− ẋU] ·ndB = 0 (7)

This is the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) finite-volume form of the Euler equations. The equations are required
in ALE form since the problem involves deforming meshes where mesh elements change in shape and size in time.
Here A refers to the area or volume of the spatial element, ẋ is the vector of spatial mesh face or edge velocities, n is
the unit normal of the face or edge, and B refers to the area or length of the bounding surface or edge.

Since the goal is to adapt the time-step size locally for each spatial element in the mesh, the ALE finite-volume
form shown in equation (7) is further integrated in time to obtain the finite-volume formulation in space-time as:Z

T

{
dAU

dt
+

Z
B(t)

[F(U)− ẋU] ·ndB
}

dt = 0 (8)

where separating the time integral yields:Z
T

dAU
dt

dt +
Z

T

Z
B(t)

[F(U)− ẋU] ·ndBdt = 0 (9)

B. The space-time element

Figure (1) illustrates a space-time element constructed using an arbitrary spatial element ABC at two different time
indices n and n− 1. This can also be interpreted as a space-time element bounded by two temporal faces which are
defined by the spatial elements ABC at the two time indices. The spatial components of the normal vector for the
temporal faces are zero by definition of the problem. The space-time element is also bounded on the sides by space-
time faces. These faces are inclined due to spatial mesh deformation in time and usually have nonzero spatial and
temporal normal vector components. Temporal faces are bounded by spatial edges and space-time faces are bounded
by both temporal and spatial edges. Temporal edges connect the tails or heads of spatial edges at different times as
shown in the figure. Figure (2) illustrates an example of a space-time face. There may be multiple temporal edges
between two spatial edges in time because of neighboring space-time elements which take multiple time-steps in
relation to the space-time element under consideration. Every edge (temporal or spatial) connects to a space-time
node. It should also be noted that the top and bottom defining spatial edges of a space-time face are always oriented
in the same direction. Temporal edges are always oriented such that they point in the direction of advancing time.

C. Temporal discretization

The solution state U is assumed to be constant within each space-time element and hence at any interface between
space-time elements in the time dimension, the solution is double valued. Based on these assumptions, the time
derivative term may be discretely represented as:Z

T

dAU
dt

dt =
dAU

dt
∆t (10)
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where ∆t refers to the height of the space-time element in the time dimension. The time derivative term is discretized
using a first-order accurate BDF1 (Backward Difference Formula 1) scheme as:

dAU
dt

∆t = AnUn−An−1Un−1 (11)

where Un refers to the solution state within the space-time element extending from tn−1 and tn, Un−1 refers to the
solution state in the lower space-time element, and An−1, An refer to the temporal face areas. This discretization essen-
tially amounts to a fully upwinded flux balance in the time dimension for the space-time element under consideration,
accurate up to first-order, where the unit time normal for the upper face is 1 and the unit time normal for the lower
face is −1. All spatial components of the normal vector for the upper and lower temporal faces are zero by definition
of the problem.
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Figure 1. Example of a space-time element constructed from a spatial element at two time locations.

D. Spatial discretization

The flow solver uses a cell-centered finite-volume formulation where the inviscid flux integral S over the inclined
space-time faces (i.e. with non-zero spatial components for the normal vector) bounding a space-time element is
discretized as:

S =
Z

T

Z
dB(t)

[F(U)− ẋU] ·ndBdt =
nedge

∑
i=1

F⊥ei
(Vei ,U,nei)Bei∆tei (12)

where Be represents the L2 norm of the spatial components of the dimensional normal vector of the face, Ve is the
normal face velocity, ne is the unit spatial normal vector of the face and is obtained by normalizing the dimensional
spatial normal components of the face by Be, F⊥e is the normal convective flux across the face, and ∆te is the height
of the face in the time dimension. The normal convective flux across the face is computed using the second-order
accurate matrix dissipation scheme20 as the sum of a central difference and an artificial dissipation term as shown
below,

F⊥e =
1
2
{

F⊥L (UL,Ve,ne)+F⊥R (UR,Ve,ne)+κ
(4)[T ]|[λ]|[T ]−1{(∇2U)L− (∇2U)R

}}
(13)
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Figure 2. Example of a space-time face bounding a space-time element.

where UL, UR are the left and right state vectors and (∇2U)L, (∇2U)R are the left and right undivided Laplacians
computed for any space-time element i as

(∇2U)i =
spatial neighbors

∑
k=1

(Uk−Ui) (14)

The matrix [λ] is diagonal and consists of the eigenvalues (adjusted by normal edge velocity Ve) of the flux Jacobian
matrix ∂F⊥

∂U , and the matrix [T ] consists of the corresponding eigenvectors. The scalar parameter κ(4) is empirically
determined and controls the amount of artificial dissipation added to the centrally differenced flux. For transonic
problems this is usually taken as 0.1. The advantage of using the difference of the undivided Laplacians in the con-
struction of the convective flux is that it offers second-order spatial accuracy without the need for state reconstruction
techniques. The normal native flux vector is computed as

F⊥ =


ρ(V⊥−Ve)

ρ(V⊥−Ve)u+ n̂x p
ρ(V⊥−Ve)v+ n̂y p
Et(V⊥−Ve)+ pV⊥

 (15)

where the fluid velocity normal to the edge V⊥ is defined as un̂x + vn̂y, where n̂x and n̂y are the spatial components of
the unit face normal vector.

E. Mesh deformation strategy

Deformation of the mesh is achieved through the linear tension spring analogy21, 22 which approximates the complete
space-time mesh as a network of inter-connected springs. Every spatial and temporal edge defines a spring connected to
a space-time node. The spring coefficient is assumed to be inversely proportional to the edge length. Three independent
force balance equations for x,y and t are formulated for each node based on displacements of neighboring nodes. This
results in a nearest neighbor stencil for the final linear system to be solved. The linear system that relates the interior
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node displacements in the mesh to known displacements on the boundaries is given as

[K]δxint = δxbound (16)

where [K] is the stiffness matrix assembled using the spring coefficients of each of the edges in the computational mesh.
Since the equations are decoupled between dimensions, prescribing zero displacements in the time dimension at the
boundaries assures that temporal faces have zero spatial normal vector components. The linear mesh motion system
is solved using Gauss-Seidel iterations and a comparison of the typical convergence of the mesh motion equations for
spatial meshes and space-time meshes is shown in Figure (3).
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Figure 3. Typical convergence of the mesh motion linear system at a single time-step for spatially uniform time-stepping and a single slab
for the case of spatially non-uniform time-stepping.

F. The discrete geometric conservation law (GCL) and space-time face normals

The discrete geometric conservation law (GCL) requires that a uniform flow field be preserved exactly when equa-
tion (9) is integrated. In other words the deformation of the computational mesh should not introduce conservation
errors in the solution of the flow problem. This translates into U =constant being an exact solution of equation (9).
The space-time face velocities and normal vectors have to be chosen such that this condition is satisfied.

The normal space-time face velocity including the spatiotemporal area of the face can be computed as follows.
Collapsing the two spatial edges defining the top and bottom of a space-time face to the same time level, the face
can be viewed as an area swept in x,y by a spatial edge deforming from its orientation at time index n− 1 to its
new orientation at time index n. The path followed by the head and tail nodes of the spatial edge between the two
orientations is given by the spatial coordinates of the head nodes belonging to the intermediate temporal edges. The
area swept by the spatial edge is computed using the Green-Gauss contour integral and used as the face velocity which
includes the space-time face area.

Only the dimensional spatial components of the space-time face normal vector are required and these are computed
using the time-averaged coordinates of the head and tail nodes belonging to the sweeping spatial edge between the two
orientations. Choosing the space-time face normal velocities and face normal vectors in this manner assures that for a
constant flow field, the governing equations discretely integrate in space-time to zero.

III. General Implementation Details

A. Space-time implicit solution procedure

Consider the normal case of uniformly advancing spatial elements in time. For the first-order BDF1 time-integration
scheme, the flow equations are solved implicitly at each time-step by introducing an implicit residual R as:

Rn(Un,Un−1,xn,xn−1) = 0 (17)
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which is linearized with respect to the unknown state Un and solved using Newton’s method as:[
∂R(Uk,x)

∂Uk

]
δUk =−R(Uk,x) (18)

Uk+1 = Uk +δUk

δUk→ 0,Uk+1 = Un

In the case of a uniform time-step size for all spatial elements, the state vector U for each spatial element is unknown at
time-index n but is known at the previous time index n−1. The solution procedure involves constructing the nonlinear
residual R for each spatial element at the time index n and solving for the state Un using Newton’s method, where the
intermediate linear systems arising in the non-linear solution are solved approximately using Gauss-Seidel iterations.
Figures (4(a)) and (4(b)) illustrate the uniform advancement in time with and without the presence of spatial mesh
deformation in time for a spatially one-dimensional problem.

In the case of spatially nonuniform time stepping, neighboring spatial elements are advanced in time at different
rates. The solution procedure for such a problem involves first the division of the time domain into slabs of some pre-
determined temporal spacing and then subdividing certain space-time elements appropriately in the time dimension
when additional temporal resolution is required. The temporal slab thickness is chosen such that essential nonlinear-
ities in the time dimension are captured. The advancement in time is now carried out from slab to slab, where the
solution state U for all space-time elements in a particular slab are solved for simultaneously in an implicit manner
before moving onto the next slab in time. The residual operator for a slab can be written as:

Rn(Un,Ub,xn,xb) = 0 (19)

where the index n now refers to a temporal slab and all of the space-time elements contained within it. The index
b refers to boundary values for the slab in both space and in time. The solution process involves applying Newton’s
method on the nonlinear residual operator R defined over the entire temporal slab. It is important to note that the state
vectors of each space-time element in the slab under consideration are unknown and have to be obtained simultane-
ously irrespective of their location in time within the slab. Figures (5(a)) and (5(b)) illustrate the time advancement
procedure for spatially nonuniform time stepping with and without the presence of mesh deformation. A comparison
of the typical non-linear convergence of the flow equations at a single time-step for the case of uniform time-stepping
and a single slab for the case of non-uniform time-stepping is shown in Figure (6).
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(a) Spatially uniform time stepping without mesh deformation
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(b) Spatially uniform time stepping with spatial mesh deformation

Figure 4. Illustration of spatially uniform time stepping for a spatially one-dimensional problem.

B. Error indicator for adaptation

The local error indicator proposed in Ref4 is used as the temporal discretization error indicator for adaptation purposes.
The method involves obtaining a solution using the first-order BDF1 discretization of the time derivative term in the
governing equations, and then reevaluating the time derivative on the basis of the obtained solution using the BDF2
time discretization. The local temporal error is then estimated as the L2 norm of the difference between BDF1 and
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(b) Spatially nonuniform time stepping with spatial mesh deformation

Figure 5. Illustration of spatially nonuniform time stepping for a spatially one-dimensional problem.
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Figure 6. Typical nonlinear convergence of the flow equations at a single time-step for spatially uniform time-stepping and a single slab for
the case of spatially non-uniform time-stepping. The non-uniform time-stepping solution was performed within a slab consisting of 211232
space-time elements, while the uniform time-stepping solution consisted of 6601 spatial elements. 20 Gauss-Seidel iterations were employed
for the linear systems in both cases.
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BDF2-based time derivative terms as shown below.

elocal =

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[

dU
dt

]
BDF2

−
[

dU
dt

]
BDF1

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

(20)

Strictly speaking, this formulation is only valid for the case of static meshes. For the case of dynamic meshes, the
residual operator constructed using a discretization of higher temporal order of accuracy should be used as an estimate
of the local error. However, the space-time discretization developed in this work is limited to first-order temporal
accuracy and a valid GCL compliant second-order accurate discretization is yet to be developed. For this reason, we
choose to utilize the error indicator shown above, as is, and assume that small geometric variations in the mesh have
an acceptably low impact on the estimated error.

C. Code details

The space-time adaptive solver consists of three separate codes, namely a mesh preprocessor, a mesh adaptation code
and the flow solver. The mesh preprocessor takes in a standard unstructured spatial mesh and constructs a space-time
mesh based on the chosen temporal parameters for the flow problem. The required temporal parameters are the number
of temporal slabs for the unsteady problem and the thickness (in time) of each temporal slab. Slabs are normally taken
to be of uniform thickness, although varying thicknesses are permitted. The initial mesh is constructed such that each
spatial element in the slab consists of two uniform time-steps to begin with. This is done mainly for the reason of error
estimation after the first unsteady solution, where at least a two point stencil is required to construct the BDF2-based
time derivative term.

The flow solver computes a solution using this space-time mesh and invokes a local temporal error estimation
routine which estimates the temporal discretization error within each element of each slab. Elements within a slab
that have temporal discretization error higher than the mean temporal error of the slab as a whole are flagged for
refinement.

The mesh adaptation routine takes in the old space-time mesh and the list of space-time elements that have been
flagged by the flow solver and constructs a new space-time mesh. Space-time elements that are to be refined are
subdivided into two equal elements in the time dimension. A maximum time-step size ratio of two is strictly enforced
between neighboring space-time elements in the space dimension in order avoid large jumps in the time-step sizes of
neighbors. However, this ratio is currently not enforced in the temporal direction. Once the new space-time mesh has
been constructed, it is written to disk and picked up by the flow solver for the next unsteady solution.

Since at any single adaptation cycle, a space-time element is at most subdivided into two, comparisons are made
against uniform time-stepping where the number of time-steps is increased by a factor of two and the time-step sizes
of all spatial elements are reduced by a factor of two.

IV. Results

A. Case (A): Convection of an isentropic vortex

The first example problem involves the convection of an isentropic vortex through a rectangular domain combined with
dynamic mesh deformation. The free-stream conditions for the problem are given by the state [ρ,u,v, p]=[1,0.5,0,1].
The initial spatial mesh for the problem consists of 10000 elements and extends from 0 to 14 in the x-direction and
from 0 to 7 in the y-direction and is shown in Figure (7). A vortex is seeded in the flow at [x,y]=[3.5,3.5] and allowed
to convect with the free-stream. Further details on how the vortex is seeded in the flow and the respective parameters
for the vortex strength and region of influence can be found in Ref.23

The time domain for this problem extends from 0 to 15 in non-dimensional time, indicating that the final position
of the vortex is at x=11. For the case of non-uniform time-stepping, the time domain is split into 15 slabs of size
1 each. Since the starting space-time mesh consists of two time-steps of size 0.5 for all spatial elements contained
within, the comparison case of uniform time-stepping begins with 30 time-steps of size 0.5 each. At each adaptation
cycle, for the uniform time-stepping case, the time-step size for all spatial elements is halved and the number of time-
steps is doubled. For the non-uniform case, the local error is used to adapt the time-step sizes within each slab. Both
the uniform and non-uniform time-step solutions at the end of the time domain (i.e. t=15) are compared against a
uniformly time-stepped reference solution obtained with 32 times the number of time-steps than the finest resolution
uniform time-step case, which consists of 960 time-steps. While an exact analytic solution to the vortex convection
problem is available, it is not used for comparison purposes since it does not take into account the dissipation of the
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vortex due to spatial discretization error. The dynamic motion of the mesh is governed by sinusoidal functions of
x,y, t. Although no mesh motion solution is required for this problem, prescribed mesh motion is included in order
demonstrate the GCL capabilities of the solver. The perturbation of every single node in the space-time mesh is
uniquely defined by analytic mesh motion functions, details of which can be found in Ref.24 Figure (8) shows the
density contours of the solution to the unsteady problem at the final time of t=15 and also illustrates the deformation
of the mesh compared to the baseline or starting configuration. This particular solution is that after six adaptation
cycles of the non-uniform time-stepping solver. Both uniform and non-uniform time-stepping cases were terminated
after 6 adaptation cycles.

Figure (9(a)) compares the error in the solution of the uniform time-stepping case and the non-uniform time-
stepping case at each adaptation cycle and indicates good agreement. Figures (9(b)) and (9(c)) compare the solution
errors for the uniform and non-uniform time-stepping cases to CPU cost and to the total number of degrees-of-freedom
required to solve the problem. The number of degrees-of-freedom in the case of uniform time-stepping is the product
of the number of spatial elements and the number of time-steps, while for the non-uniform time-stepping case, it is
the sum of space-time elements over all temporal slabs. For this particular problem, it can be seen from the plots
that the spatially non-uniform time-stepping procedure is able to achieve similar error levels as uniform time-stepping
with approximately 25% less computational expense and approximately one fourth of the number degrees-of-freedom.
Figure (10) compares the density along the centerline of the spatial mesh at various time-levels between the uniform
and non-uniform time-stepping cases and indicates excellent agreement. Figures (11(a)) and (11(b)) indicate the
distribution of the local error at the top of the first temporal slab and the top of the last (15th) temporal slab after
the final (6th) adaptation cycle. The distributions shown in these figures include the local error of all the space-time
elements laying underneath the spatial elements shown in the plots but within the same slab. Figures (11(c)) and (11(d))
compare the number time-steps a spatial element takes within the slab in slabs 1 and 15 after the final adaptation cycle.
It can be clearly seen that most of the spatial elements take no more than 5 time-steps while spatial elements where
the vortex has a strong influence take nearly 60 time-steps.

B. Case (B): Transonic pitching airfoil

The second example is that of a transonic pitching NACA64A010 airfoil. The airfoil pitches around its quarter-chord
location in a free-stream Mach number of 0.8 with a mean angle-of-attack of zero. The amplitude of pitch is 2.5 degrees
and the reduced frequency is 0.1. The time domain for this problem was chosen such that one pitch period is completed
starting from a zero angle-of-attack. The non-uniform time-stepping case consists of 16 equally sized temporal slabs
of temporal thickness 1.96349540 in non-dimensional time. Since the starting space-time mesh within each slab
consists of each spatial element taking two time-steps, the uniform time-stepping case begins with 32 time-steps, each
of time-step size 0.9817478. The initial condition for this problem is set from an approximate periodically steady-state
solution at zero angle-of-attack. Figure (12) shows the spatial mesh for this problem and consists of approximately
6600 spatial elements. The mesh motion equations are solved for this problem with prescribed displacements applied
to the surface of the airfoil. Since different mesh motion equations are solved for the non-uniform and uniform time-
stepping cases, there is no guarantee that the interior mesh points match up between these cases at the end of the
time domain. However, the boundaries have prescribed displacements and they match between the cases. For this
reason, an estimate of the error in the solution cannot be made in the same manner as the previous example problem.
As an alternative, the solution error in this problem is estimated by taking the integrated L2 norm difference between
the computed pressure coefficient distributions for the uniform and non-uniform cases against a reference pressure
coefficient distribution. The reference pressure coefficient distribution is obtained using uniform time-stepping with
approximately 16000 time-steps. Adaptation was terminated after 6 cycles for both the uniform and non-uniform
time-stepping cases. Figure (13) compares the pressure coefficient distributions between the uniform and non-uniform
cases at the end of the time domain of the final adaptation cycle and qualitatively shows excellent agreement.

Figure (14(a)) compares the error in the solution measured as described above, between the spatially non-uniform
and uniform time-stepping cases at each adaptation cycle. For this particular problem, non-uniform time-stepping
performs quite poorly compared to the uniform time-stepping method. Similar trends are observed in Figures (14(b))
and (14(c)), which compare solution error to the computational cost and total degrees-of-freedom.

There are two primary reasons which could possibly explain this behavior, one being the definition of the local
error indicator and the other being the mesh motion solution. It was assumed that small geometric variations would
have a negligible impact on the estimate of the local error. Unlike the earlier vortex convection example, where all
spatial elements are nearly the same size, the pitching airfoil problem has large variations in spatial element sizes.
Spatial elements close to the airfoil are significantly smaller than the spatial elements in the far field. This difference
in element size has a tendency to pollute the error estimate leading to incorrect adaptation. It can be seen from the
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error plots that although degrees-of-freedom have significantly increased in each of the adaptation cycles, the error
in the solution does not decrease as fast as uniform adaptation, leading to the theory that adaptation is occurring in
the wrong locations due to inaccurate error estimates. The adaptation shown in Figure (15) further strengthens this
theory. The figure shows the number of time-steps the spatial elements take in slab 8 at the final adaptation cycle for
this problem. There are multiple regions significantly far away from the airfoil that take nearly as many time-steps as
elements close to the airfoil indicating shortcomings of the error indicator.

The other aspect is the mesh motion solution for the non-uniform time-stepping case. While the size of the mesh
motion system remains the same at each time-step for the uniform time-stepping case, the size of the mesh motion
system constantly increases for each slab as adaptation progresses in the non-uniform time-stepping case. Since only
Gauss-Seidel iterations are used to solve the linear system, the convergence rate for the mesh solution significantly
slows down as the system size increases. This directly reflects on the overall cost required for the non-uniform time-
stepping case.

In spite of these shortcomings, Figures (16(a)) to (16(b)) indicate general trends near the airfoil which are in
accordance with expectations. The local error distributions show clearly, a high level of error tracking the moving
shock waves on the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil, while the corresponding adaptations of the time-steps
indicate spatial elements in the those areas taking significantly more time-steps.

V. Concluding Remarks and Future Work

A space-time finite-volume formulation was developed to treat both space and time dimensions in a unified manner.
The method permits non-uniform advancement of spatial elements in time and offers the possibility reducing overall
computational expense in unsteady flow solutions. The first example problem of a convecting vortex clearly shows
that reduction in cost with almost no loss in solution accuracy is possible by varying the time-step size spatially. In
regards to the second example problem, several issues remain to be addressed. The problem of increasing mesh motion
solution cost can easily be addressed by implementing multigrid to remove system size dependence on convergence.
Both adaptation examples presented in the paper utilized a crude form of local error estimation to determine space-time
regions that require higher temporal resolution. While this worked reasonably well in the first example problem, there
are serious shortcomings to using such a method when measuring solution accuracy with respect to surface integrated
quantities such as that in the second example. Extension of the method to higher-order time-integration schemes is
essential in order to improve solution accuracy and to construct a better local error indicator. In addition to better local
error indicators, the results from the second example also emphasize the need for goal-based error indicators.

Prior work on adapting the time-step size at different time levels but uniformly for all spatial elements on the basis
of functional relevant temporal discretization error computed via the adjoint equation, has shown such adaptation to be
more economical than uniform time-step sizes in space and time.15, 16 It is expected that applying the adjoint weighted
residual method to determine functional relevant error in a space-time formulation and adapting the time-step size
locally for each spatial element on the basis of such an error distribution will likely yield significant improvements in
the results both in terms of accuracy and cost.

Another research topic that needs to be addressed is the development of a multigrid algorithm that is applicable to
space-time meshes. While a multigrid solution option was available in the spatially uniform time-stepping case, it was
disabled for comparison with spatially non-uniform time-stepping results where currently no multigrid option exists.

Ultimately, the developed method for solving unsteady problems should find applications particularly in the context
of rotorcraft and wind turbines, where large differences exist between the flow close to the hub and flow close to the
tips of the blades.
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Figure 7. Initial spatial computational mesh consisting of 10000 spatial elements for the vortex convection example problem.
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Figure 8. Density contours for the vortex convection problem at the final time of t=15. This solution is from the spatially non-uniform
time-stepping case after 6 adaptation cycles.
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Figure 9. Comparison of solution error between spatially uniform and non-uniform time-stepping for the convecting vortex example
problem.
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(a) Distribution of local error at the top of slab 1.
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(b) Distribution of local error at the top of slab 15.
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(c) Number of time-steps per spatial element at the top of slab 1.
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Figure 11. Comparison of local error distribution and number of time-steps per spatial element at the top of slabs 1 and 15 for the
convecting vortex example problem. The plots are at the final adaptation cycle.
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Figure 12. Computational mesh consisting of 6601 elements for the transonic pitching airfoil example.
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at the final adaptation cycle for transonic pitching airfoil example.
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Figure 14. Comparison of solution error between spatially uniform and non-uniform time-stepping for the transonic pitching airfoil
problem.
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(b) Pressure contours on top of slab 16.
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(c) Local error distribution on top of slab 1.
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(d) Local error distribution on top of slab 16.
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(e) Number of time-steps per spatial element on top of slab 1.
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(f) Number of time-steps per spatial element on top of slab 15.

Figure 16. Comparison of local error distribution and number of time-steps per spatial element at the top of slabs 1 and 16 for the transonic
pitching airfoil example. The plots are at the final adaptation cycle.
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